
 

 
 

Guardian Form  
World Championships – On-Snow 2023 

 

The undersigned parents or legal guardian, the undersigned team leader, the undersigned driver and, if 
appropriate, the undersigned person officially designated to represent the parents or guardian during the event, are 
fully aware that the 
 
Name of nominated driver: ______________________________________________________________________  
 
Date of birth: ____________________________   DID number: ____________________________ 
 
is not legally of adult age according to the law of his/her national country and/or born on a date allowing 
participation as an adult according to the hosting country laws on the day of the first heat of the Championships. 
 
It is their wish that the abovementioned driver competes at the Championships in the following class(es):  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
All undersigned guarantee that the day before the first heat of the event the trail(s) for the abovementioned 
class(es) will be inspected in its (their) entirety by, at the least, the abovementioned driver accompanied by his/her 
official team leader and parents/guardian in order to decide conjointly upon the driver's capacity to safely complete 
the class(es) with respect to his/her capacity. For each day of the competition, the presence of the abovementioned 
driver at the starting line means that an affirmative decision has been made concerning his/her capacity to complete 
the trail(s) as they exist. If the parents are not present at the racing site this responsibility lies with the team leader 
or the following person designated by the parents: 
 
Name:  _____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The undersigned declare that they assume full responsibility for the abovementioned driver and hereby agree to 
hold IFSS and its officials and the Technical Organiser of the Championships and its officials harmless regarding 
any claim, liability, or any other expenses relative to the fact that the abovementioned driver is not an adult and 
consequently should the driver be involved in any way in any incident throughout the event. 
 
 
Date: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Names (in block letters) & signatures of: 
 
Parents or legal guardian: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Team Leader: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Parental representative: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Competitor: _____________________________________________________________ 


